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Double-“The End of the Party”
The Other Half of the Double Must Die:
Rereading Graham Greene’s “The End of the Party”
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Peter Joyce Mabel Warren
“I don’t want to go,” Francis said suddenly.   “I suppose Joyce will be 
there…Mabel Warren.”   Hateful to him, the thought of a party shared with 
those two. […] The long pigtails swung superciliously to a masculine stride. 
Their sex humiliated him, as they watched him fumble with his egg, from under 
lowered scornful lids.   And last year…he turned his face away from Peter, his 
cheeks scarlet.   (“EP” 193)
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He was nearly overcome by the desire to run back into the house and call out to 
his mother that he would not go to the party, that he dared not go.   They could 
not make him go.   He could almost hear himself saying those final words, 
breaking down for ever the barrier of ignorance which saved his mind from his 
parents’ knowledge.   “I’m afraid of going.   I won’t go.   I daren’t go.   They’ll 
make me hide in the dark, and I’m afraid of the dark.   I’ll scream and scream 
and scream.”   He could see the expression of amazement on his mother’s face, 
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“It will be a bad cold if I go to the party.   Perhaps I shall die.”   
　
one plain sentence, and Francis let his nerves relax, ready to leave everything to 
Peter.   (“EP” 193)
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He [Francis] stood motionless, retaining, though afraid, unmoved features. 
But the knowledge of his terror, or the reflection of the terror itself, reached 
his brother’s brain.   For the moment, Peter Morton could have cried aloud 
with the fear of bright lights going out, leaving him alone in an island of dark 
surrounded by the gentle lappings of strange footsteps.   Then he remembered 
that the fear was not his own, but his brother’s.   (“EP” 197-98)
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To address Peter was to speak to his own image in a mirror, an image a little 
than of what he wished to be, what he would be without his unreasoning fear of 
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It was true he felt ill, a sick empty sensation in his stomach and a rapidly 
beating heart, but he knew the cause was only fear, fear of the party, fear of 
being made to hide by himself in the dark, uncompanioned by Peter….   (“EP” 
194)
But Francis was silent, feeling again the jump-jump of his heart, realizing how 
His heart beat unevenly, but he had control now over his voice, as he said with 
meticulous accent, “Good evening, Mrs. Henne-Falcon.   It was very good of 
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“Don’t be silly.   You know there’s nothing to be afraid of in the dark.”  But he 
knew the falsity of that reasoning; he knew how they taught also that there was 
nothing to fear in death, and how fearfully they avoided the idea of it.   (“EP” 
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With his strained face lifted towards the curve of her breasts, and his polite set 
Henne-Falcon “ ‘I 
think I had better not play.’ ” [“EP” 197]
“the precise tone which other 
children hated, thinking it a symbol of conceit” [“EP” 197]
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In this story the twins clearly represent opposite complementary poles. 
Peter is a rational realistic boy; by the strong bonds uniting them he experiences 
his brother’s fears but his reactions are determined by rational strategies.   The 
life of Francis is dominated by an emotional hypersensitivity resulting in 
obsessive anxieties.   (Pierloot 137)
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But the thought palled, and the mind went back to the fact which lent the day 
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Peter’s heart began to beat fast, not with pleasure now but with uneasiness.   He 
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But he was the elder, by a matter of minutes, and that brief extra interval of 
light, while his brother still struggled in pain and darkness, had given him self-
reliance and an instinct of protection towards the other who was afraid of so 
many things.   
　　“I dreamed that I was dead,” Francis said.
“What was it like?” Peter asked.
“I can’t remember,” Francis said.
“You dreamed of a big bird.”
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of cakes to the prizes which might be won.   Egg-and-spoon races, spearing 
apples in basins of water, blind man’s buff.   (“EP” 193)
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Peter stood apart, ashamed of the clumsy manner in which he had tried 
to help his brother.   Now he could feel, creeping in at the corners of his 
brain, all Francis’s resentment of his championing.   Several children ran 
like the wings of a bat and settled on the landing.   (“EP” 198)
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was not merely that his brother was dead.   His brain, too young to realize the 
full paradox, wondered with an obscure self-pity why it was that the pulse of 
his brother’s fear went on and on, when Francis was now where he had always 
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